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HIGHWAY HOTLINE - MARCH 2002

BITS AND BOBS

The good news for  Packet users is that Dave (ZS5DRM) has taken over all the functions of 
Sysop from Bruce (ZS5BR) who is at the moment hard pressed with many other ham related 
projects.

In the February issue of   “Hotline”  it was announced that Martin (ZS5M) and Bert (ZS5LB) were 
the official examiners for the CW tests, however it is subsequently learnt that both these 
gentlemen have relinquished these responsibilities and that Tubby (ZS5TUB) and Ron 
(ZS5RON) are now registered as the official examiners. Thanks to Martin and Bert for their 
efforts in the past

Scanning the database recently it was noted that 12 of our valued members have emigrated 
abroad in the past 2 years and  now,  it is with deep regret, we are about to say au revoir  to 
Allan (ZS5A) and Ronelle (ZS5ROE) Bean who will be emigrating to the United Kingdom. Allan 
leaves us in April. Ronelle with their children, Roxanne and Adrian will be joining him sometime 
in August. 

We will  also, with deep regret, be saying, goodbye to Ron Dolton (ZS5SX) who leaves us in 
April to join Pat  in the South of England and to enjoy a well earned retirement together. They will 
not only be missed. by the Ham fraternity in KZN but also country wide where they have made 
many friends. I am sure that all the members of the H.A.R.C. join our Chairman in thanking  Allan 
and Ronelle and also Ron for their valued contribution to the club in the past  and to wish them 
every happiness and success in their new ventures. 

The new company  DVI Communications has taken over from Bean I.T. and is now hosting the  
Highway Club Server and the IRLP system.

Phil (ZS5RJ) and Bea are enjoying a short holiday abroad, therefore this Issue of HOTLINE has 
been completed earlier than usual and will have reached all members through the postal system. 
Copies will therefore not be available for distribution at the forthcoming monthly club meeting.

  

SPECIAL EVENTS STATION … ZS5ABW

The Midlands Amateur Radio Club will be operating another in the series of special  event stations 
during the week end of the 3rd, 4th and 5th May 2002 to commemorate the roles played by the British, 
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Boers and brave Zulus during the Anglo Boer SA War of 1899 – 1902.

Two separate stations will be operating (mainly on phone) from Lancaster Hill, Vryheid in KwaZulu 
Natal, South Africa from approximately 16h00 on the Friday and closing down early on the Sunday 
morning when a Remembrance service will be held in recognition of those who lost their lives in the 
Battle of Holkrans.

The preferred bands will be 40m and 20m with 80m during the evenings depending on prevailing 
conditions.

All contacts will be acknowledged with our attractive QSL card.

Please QSL either via the Bureau or to Midlands Amateur Radio Club, PO Box 100220, Scottsville, 
3209, South Africa direct..

We shall also be operating a final station from Spioenkop – scene of one of the bloodiest battles fought 
to relieve Ladysmith – on 31st May 2002.

Any queries can be directed to Willie Axford, ZS5WI by email to zs5wi@iafrica.com or by telephone to 
035 – 4744667. Alternatively, you can write to either Errol Wilson or the Chairman at the above address.

For more information of an historical nature email Sean Friend at seanfriend@dorea.co.za.  

  

PUT ON YOUR THINKING CAP

FOR ALL OF YOU WHO WILL NEVER MAKE "WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE" OR EVEN "THE 
WEAKEST LINK"

HERE'S THE WORLD'S EASIEST QUIZ! (Passing the quiz requires only 4 correct answers)

1.  How long did the Hundred Years War last?

2.  Which country makes Panama hats?

3.  From which animal do we get catgut?

4.  In which month do Russians celebrate the October Revolution?

5.  What is a camel's hair brush made of?

6.  The Canary Islands in the Pacific are named after what animal?
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7.  What was King George VI's first name?

8.  What color is a purple finch?

9.  Where are Chinese gooseberries from?

Submitted for publication by John Fielding (ZS5JF) - Answers   see further down the pages.

 

 YOUR DIARY

March 2002

19@19.30     Monthly Club meeting : Clubhouse  :  Westville

21                 Public  Holiday  :  Human Rights Day

29                 Public Holiday  :   Good Friday

30@13.30     Swop Shop : carpark  : Westville Civic Centre.

April 2002

01                 Public Holiday : Family day.

04@19.30     Technical Evening : Clubhouse : Westville

04@19.00 – 22.00    SARL 80m QSL Party.  

09@19.30     Committee Meeting :  Clubhouse : Westville.

13 – 15    09.30 – 0647 GMT       Spl Events Station ( GB90MGV) at Godalming U.K.commemorating 
Jack Phillips : Radio Officer on board the “Titanic” when it was sinking after hitting an iceberg in the 
Atlantic ocean.

14@14.00 – 16.00    SARL Hamnet 40m simulated emergency contest..

16                 Closing date for applications to write the R A E.

16@19.30     Club’s Monthly Meeting : Clubhouse : Westville.
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20                 SARL AGM.

                 

Nets on the 145.600/145.625Mhz  Repeaters

Monday@19.30             Morse Code Interest group discussions by ZS5TUB)

Tuesday@19.30             Y.L’s net.  with Heather (ZS5MN))

Wednesday@19.30         Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD)

Thursday@19.30             Technical Net/Problem Corner  by Tubby (ZS5TUB)

Friday@19.30                 Informal Net : “Have your say”  by Tubby (ZS5TUB)

Saturday@19.30             Bruce’s HARC Newsline : 

Sunday@19.15+/-         Tubby’s (ZS5TUB) chat show

 

ODE TO AN ADOPTED CHILD

Not flesh of my flesh,

Nor bone of my bone;

 

But still, miraculously my own!

Never forget, for a single minute:

You didn't grow under my heart but in it! 

 

BULLETIN PRESENTERS

March 2002
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24                          Tubby                         ZS5TUB                       (031)  903-6708

31                          Tubby                         ZS5TUB                       (031)  903-6708  

April 2002

07                          Gary                          ZS5NK                          (031)  701-0109

14                         Justin                         ZS5KT                          (031)  564-7230

21                         Robert                        ZS5LA                          (031)  709-2960

28                       Phil                          ZS5RJ                          (031)  202-8807

 

 

 BIRTHDAY BOOK

Hoping all your Birthday dreams and wishes will come true, and only pleasant happy hours will fill this 
day for you   

                                                                                     73’s/88’s    Keith     (ZS5WFD)  

                                                                                                  The Chairman               

March 2002

21 - Ronelle Bean - ZS5ROE

27 - Eric Mawhinney - ZS5EWM

28 - Mimi Roach - ZS5YO

28 - Richard Mayall - Son of Tony (ZS5GR) and Carol

30 - Carol Mayall - Spouse of Tony (ZS5GR)

30 - Christopher Phillips - Son of Brad (ZS5BP) and Marion

April 2002
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01 - Rob Hindmarch - ZS5RH

02 - Wesley Taylor - Son of Bruce (ZS5BR) & Maria

08 - Roderick Barclay - ZR5RE

15 - Errol Wilson - ZR5EGW

15 - Peter du Plessis - ZS5PJ

16 - Dave Trezona - ZS4DT

19 - Tylan Cohen - Son of Rob (ZS5LA) and Leanne.

23 - Gavin Caseley - Son of Norman (ZS5NC) & Pam        

  

TUBBY'S NOOKY

APRIL

  1. H.MV introduces the first gramophone to change records automatically  - 1924 

  1.  he Royal Airforce comes into being  - 1918

  2. Death of Samuel Morse, New York city 8 p.m. ... 1872

  2. British trains are fitted with toilets (I wonder what they did before ??)  -  1873

  3. The first air craft to fly over Mount Everest – Webster & Wallace in a Westland  PV3 ….1933

  4. NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organisation) is formed – 1948

  5. A Mrs FP Phipps is the first woman to set foot on the North Pole – 1971

  6. The first in-flight movie (The Lost World) – 1925

  7. Death of Henry Ford – 1947

  7. John Walker sells the first matches, which had invented  - 1827

  7. Penicillin is discovered  by Sir Alexander Fleming   -  1928
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  9. Nature magazine publishes the longest ever scientific word which boasts 207,000. letters ….1981

  9. Britain’s Concorde 002 makes her maiden flight in 1969

10.The first stage coach between Pietermaritzburg and Durban arrived – 1855

10..Arrival of the first British settlers at Algoa Bay (The Albany Settlers) – 1820

10..The Safety pin is patented by Walter Hunt, USA ….1849

11..UK: The Daily Express becomes the first newspaper to publish TV programmes ….1930

11..US: Scientists predict that man will have landed on the moon by the year 2050  ……1930 

12..Yuri Gagarin the first man to orbit earth 7.58 am from at Vostok – flight lasted  108 minutess ….1961

12.. Launch of the first Space Shuttle, Columbia – 1981

12.. Start of the American Civil War (Confederates fire on Fort Sumter) – 1861

13.. The RFC (Royal Flying Corps) is founded by Royal Warrant, implemented  …… 13   May – 1912

14.. The first Video Tape is demonstrated in Chicago, USA in 1956

14.. The first cordless telephones are introduced in Britain – 1983

14..  A woman in the USA wins the biggest ever lottery $197 million ….. 1999.

15..  The Titanic sinks after striking an iceberg at 2.20 am – 1912

16..  USA: The worlds first book of stamps are issued – 1900

18..  Albert Einstein dies in his sleep aged 75 in 1955

18.. First copy of the Natal Witness, PMBurg – 1846

19.. Russia launches the first Space Station ‘Salyut” in 1971

20..A 16-inch gun explodes on the USS Iowa, kills 47 sailors in 1989

21..Manfred von Richthofen is killed by Capt. R Brown of No. 209 Squadron …..1918.
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22..Death of Frederick Henry Royce- …1933

23..The new atomic clock come into service in the US: looses only 1 sec. In 1 million  years  …… 1993

24.. Amy Johnson arrives in Darwin, becoming the first woman to fly solo to Australia   – 1930

25..Death of Anders Celcius – 1774

25..The Hubble space telescope is launched from Space Shuttle Discovery in 1990

25..Birth of Guglielmo Marconi in Bologna, Italy in 1874

26..The Boeing Airplane Company is founded by William Boeing at Seattle in 1917.

26..The Chernobyl nuclear reactor No.4 explodes leading to a high release of  radioactivity…. 1986

27..Birth of Samuel Morse in Charlestown Mass. USA in 1791

29..A telephone link is established between Britain and Australia – 1930

29..UK: ‘Cats Eyes’ the glass reflectors used on roads are used for the first time – 1935

30..Albert Kimmerling launched first aeroplane in Durban, a 50-hp Voisen bi-plane in … 1910

30..The Land Rover is exhibited at the Amsterdam Motor Show – 1948

No. 9 Radio ZS  February 1992.

A clever author once said that “a rose, called by any other name, would smell equally as sweet.”

 

The above is true of course – but avid rose-growers will tell you that constant training, pruning (sometimes severe cut-
backs are required) and the right kind of nourishment, are normal practice to ensure that the best rose (producing the 
best smell) is brought forth.

In pursuance of the objective set out in the article in RADIO ZS of Jan 1992, I stress the necessity of a body to oversee 
the pruning, training and nourishment, etc., of our “Morsum Magnifigue” variety of rose. It has become abundantly clear 
that it does not suffice to expect good quality operation on the air, from new licensees having received tuition in the 
most basic A to Z – one to zero Morse characters only. Having proved that they can send and receive these at a speed 
of 12 wpm, with no idea of procedure, not knowing how to initiate a QSO, not knowing how to respond to a general call 
(CQ) or how to get into an on-going QSO, then after having stumbled blindly into one, not having the faintest idea how 
to get out of it again.

It makes one feel quite helpless to quietly sit on the frequency listening to a new Ham flailing about, being torn to 
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shreds, knowing for sure that he is not enjoying what is happening, knowing full-well that he is hating every second of it 
and that he is likely to be lost forever into that great pool of vociferous anti-CW lobby, baying for the authorities to think 
progressive, scrap the old-fashioned, the out-moded.

Let us help ourselves by helping the beginners to do it correctly. Air your views, submit your suggestions to me at the 
address given in the article. Good luck – enjoy your WT.

 

 

 

EXTRACTS FROM THE  SANDTON’S  FEBRUARY 2002   NEWSLETTER

The Telephone

Much of early communication was conducted in code, similar to the Morse code of today, and it was 
long time before voice could be transferred over distances. Although the idea existed, the technology did 
not exist until further developments appeared.

 

One of the first to invent a telephone was Johann Philip Reis who in 1861 invented what is reputed to be 
the world’s first non-working telephone! It was only in 1876 that Alexander Graham Bell filed his patent 
for a telephone.  There was extreme competition with the idea, and Bell filed his patent barely hours 
before Elisha Gray filed his Notice of Invention for a telephone.  These early instruments demonstrated 
that the concept was possible, but much development had to take place to make it practical. In 1877 
Thomas Edison filed a patent for an improved voice transmitter which really made the first telephone 
practical. Again, the take-up of the new technology was extremely rapid. The first commercial 
switchboard began operating in 1878, with 21 telephones on 8 lines.  It can be seen that the idea of the 
party line was invented at the same time as the telephone! By 1880 the Bell Company had leased nearly 
100,000 instruments.

 

It is interesting to note that that these early systems were all single wire systems, as were all the early 
Telegraph systems.  Only one wire was used, with the return path being the earth.  It was only later on 
that this was to prove a problem, when the telephone allowed the transmission of voices and music, and 
interference became a problem.  Interference was also caused by the early electricity distribution 
systems. In 1881 Bell was granted a patent for the metallic circuit, which embodied the concept of two 
wires connecting each telephone.
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The two big problems which arose with the early telephone systems were switching and distance.  The 
only way in which telephone calls could be connected was by the use of human operators, and the first 
manual switching exchanges came into being. This was slow, and it was not long before the first 
automatic switching device appeared.   This was the Step by Step or SXS automatic dial system, which 
was invented in 1889 by Almon Brown Strowger, an undertaker who resented that the human operators 
at the exchange put calls through to his competitors!  The first Strowger system was introduced in 1892, 
and use expanded rapidly thereafter. It continued to be used in many American and European (and 
South African) cities as late as the middle of the 1970s. 

 

The distance problem was more difficult to solve.  Signals degraded when travelling along lines, due to 
the capacitance of the line as well as attenuation, and effectively limited the distance over which a 
telephone call could be made.  A copper wire pair could transmit intelligible speech for about 100 miles 
(160 km), but beyond this distance line losses and distortion due to the intrinsic capacitance of the line 
rendered speech unintelligible. Thus, successful long-distance telephony required two major 
engineering advances: inductive loading (to counteract line capacitance) and amplification. In 1900 
George Campbell and Michael Pupin filed patents for inductively loading telephone lines, which made 
some impact on the line capacitance problem… and is still used today on long lines.  Because it 
substantially reduced dispersion, it made possible the operation of a 4,300 km line from New York to 
Denver in 1911. However, the problem of attenuation had to wait until some method could be found to 
amplify signals.

 

Around the turn of the century the British scientist Ambrose Fleming devised an electronic "valve," or 
diode vacuum tube, which proved useful as a radio detector. The diode consisted of two components 
housed in a glass container from which most of the air was extracted. The cathode was a small filament 
which was heated by a battery to a temperature at which electrons could be easily persuaded to ‘boil 
off’.  The anode was simply another metal plate, separated slightly from the filament. If voltage was 
applied between the cathode and the anode then an electron current would flow, but only in one 
direction: From the cathode to the anode. Fleming patented his diode in 1904. 

 

Lee de Forest of the United States then built on this invention, by placing a third electrode between the 
cathode and anode.  By adjusting the voltage on this electrode, some control could be obtained over the 
current flowing between the cathode and the anode – the world’s first electronic amplifier. This new 
electrode was called a grid, because it was usually in the form of a small wire grid. De Forest developed 
his triode in 1906 and patented it in 1908. The triode

rapidly became the fundamental building block of both amplifiers and oscillators. Within a few years 
electronic amplifiers had become reliable enough to enter telephone service, and in 1915 AT&T built a 
transcontinental telephone line between New York and San Francisco.
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All of the above description refers to transmission of signals via wires, whether these were overland or 
under the ocean. The next major step was to be ‘wireless’ radio. Radio had its origins in the work of the 
celebrated British physicist James Clerk Maxwell during the 1860s. Maxwell’s equations remained just 
an elegant mathematical formulation until 1888, when the young German physicist Heinrich Hertz 
demonstrated the generation and detection of electromagnetic radiation in the laboratory. During the 
early 1890s, scientists in several countries experimented on electromagnetic waves. One of these 
researchers was a young Irish-Italian named Guglielmo Marconi.                                               
                                                                                                                                

                             THE SENILITY PRAYER 
God grant me the senility to forget the people I never liked anyway, the 
good fortune to run into the ones that I do, and the eyesight to tell the 
difference. 
Now that I'm 'older' (but refuse to grow up), here's what I've discovered: 
 
ONE- I started out with nothing, and I still have most of it. 
TWO- My wild oats have turned into prunes and All Bran. 
THREE- I finally got my head together; now my body is falling apart. 
FOUR- Funny, I don't remember being absent minded... 
FIVE- All reports are in; life is now officially unfair. 
SIX- If all is not lost, where is it? 
SEVEN- It is easier to get older than it is to get wiser. 
EIGHT- Some days you're the dog; some days you're the hydrant. 
NINE- I wish the buck stopped here; I sure could use a few... 
TEN- Kids in the back seat cause accidents. 
ELEVEN- Accidents in the back seat cause kids. 
TWELVE- It's hard to make a comeback when you haven't been anywhere. 
THIRTEEN- The only time the world beats a path to your door is when you're 
in the bathroom. 
FOURTEEN- If God wanted me to touch my toes, he would have put them on my 
knees. 
FIFTEEN- When I'm finally holding all the cards, why does everyone decide 
to play chess? 
SIXTEEN- It's not hard to meet expenses... they're everywhere. 
SEVENTEEN- The only difference between a rut and a grave is the depth. 
EIGHTEEN- These days, I spend a lot of time thinking about the hereafter... 
I go somewhere to get something and then wonder what I'm hereafter. 
NINETEEN- I AM UNABLE TO REMEMBER IF I HAVE MAILED THIS TO YOU BEFORE OR NOT!

                                                                                          Acknowledgements to “DIPOLE” the Sandton 
Club newsletter

  

Between the truth and fiction, there lies a world of fact,
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And the path that goes between the two,

Is the gentle path of tact.

 

 

DATABASE RECORDS

The clubs database has now been updated by the custodian from information to hand.  The callsigns 
listed below pertains to those members  who are registered in the document as members and family 
members for the year ending June 2002.

 Whilst there is a likelyhood that  persons whose callsigns do not appear in the listing below may have 
paid their subs for 2001/2002, the absence of this information reaching the custodian at this late stage 
has resulted in them  being recorded   in the database  as having resigned. in terms of the club’s 
constitution.

 It should also be noted that the club’s constitution makes it quite clear that members who have not paid 
the current subs by 30 September each year are to be treated as having resigned and technically 
therefore persons paying after this date should be treated as new members from the date of payment.

 There also appears to be a number of new members, particularly from past RAE courses whose 
“applications for membership ”  has not reached the custodian and therefore their callsigns do not 
appear below as being members of the club. 

 LIST OF MEMBERS FULLY PAID UP AND REGISTERED ON THE DATABASE.

ZS5A                           ZS5BB                           ZS5COM                           ZS4DT                           ZS5EA

ZS5AM                             ZS5BM                             ZR5CL                             ZS5DJ                             ZS5EWM

ZS5AAY                             ZS5BP                             ZR5CW                             ZS5DU                             ZR5ED

ZS5ACB                             ZS5BR                             ZR5CGS                             ZR5DB                             ZR5EGW                  

ZR5AS                    ZS5BBO                                              

ZR5ADQ                             ZS5BSB                                                                                  

 

ZS5FAB                             ZS5GN                             ZS5HV                             ZS5IH                             ZS5JF
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                            ZS5GR                             ZR5HVB                             ZS5IAN                             ZS5JAN

                            ZS5GV                                                     ZS5JON

                            ZR5GP                                                                                    

 

ZS5KA                             ZS5LA                             ZS5M                             ZS5NC                                                    

ZS5KT                             ZS5LB                             ZS5MF                             ZS5NK                                                    

ZR5KL                             ZS5LR                             ZS5MN                             ZS5NUT                                                   

                            ZS5LX                                                                                     

                            ZS5LEE                                                                                   

                            ZR5LG

 

ZS5PJ                             ZS5QR                             ZS5RH                             ZS5SV                             ZS5TF

ZS5PX                                                ZS5RJ                             ZS5SX                             ZS5TT

ZS5PJW                                             ZS5ROE                             ZR5SC                             ZS5TUB

ZR5PAM                                             ZS5RON                                               ZR5TA

                                                        ZR5RE                                                 ZR5TZ                         

                                                        ZR5RHS

 

                            ZS5VF                             ZS5WG                                                ZS5ZT                      

                            ZS5VE                             ZS5WI                                                  ZR5ZA

                                                        ZS5WT                        

                                                        ZS5WFD

 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Phil a little piece for the mag 
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It only takes a moment to say hello, it does not cost even one cent only a moment in time to say hello. 
Why do people on the radio ignore every one else but the one they are calling , some people even call 
when they have just heard some one else, but don't have the manners to say hi there!! Of course I am 
referring to the repeaters in and around Durban .Just a thought . I think someone should keep a little 
black book or rather a large one .

De Dave ZS5DRM

 

BEACONS IN SPACE

In the 11th century B.C. the Greeks used a line of dozens of hilltop bon-fires to send news of the fall of 
Troy to Argos in Greece,800km (500 miles) away in just a few hours.

Today, just three communications satellites are enough to link any two places in the world at the speed 
of light. The space beacons are parked in what is called geostationary orbits 39,900km (22,300 miles) 
up where their speed keeps them in step with the earth as it spins around

The first globe spanning satellites were the Intelsat 2 series, launched from Cape Canavaral in Florida 
USA in the late 1960’s. The first of the series was launched in October 1966

 

                                                Extracted from the Readers Digest Book of Facts

 

ANSWERS TO THE QUIZ

  1)   116 years       2)   Ecuador       3)   Sheep and Horses       4)   November          5)    Squirrel fur

  6)   Dogs              7)   Albert            8)  Crimson                       9)  New Zealand       

                                      WHAT!  DO YOU MEAN YOU FAILED?

 

                                                                                                      Sorry ……..There are no prizes for this one
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